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BASELINE CONFIDENCE CHECKER
BEFORE LEARNING THE UNIT

1

2

3

4

5

6

I know what I will be studying in this subject
I understand what positive wellbeing is and
the different types
I can identify a range of people I trust in my
life
I know a lot about other people in my class
I can define community cohesion
I understand the benefits of a multicultural
society
I know how to be an active member of my
community
I am aware of how important careers
education is
I’m aware of how not to limit my future
career options
I’m aware of future opportunities in learning
and work
I understand what happens to me when I
sleep
I can explain the benefits of good quality
sleep
I know a rage of strategies to improve my
sleep
I can explain the three purposes of money

I understand how money can influence the
world in positive and negative ways
I can identify key areas of government
expenditure
I understand the term transition
I can explain the different transition points
in secondary school and beyond
I am able to reflect on the feelings
experienced during transition

KEY

Learning
Before:

Progress
Made:

7

8

9

10

Lesson title: Getting to know people

WHAT DO YOU ALL HAVE IN
COMMON?
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1. You must answer each of the questions below
2. Try to find other people who share the same answer as you and
get them to add their signature or initials into the box

What is your eye colour?

What month is your
birthday?

What is your favourite
flavoured ice cream?

What is your favourite fruit?

What is your favourite
subject?

How do you travel to
school?

Favourite film

How many siblings do you
have?

What is your favourite
colour?

Which town were your
born in?

How old are you?

What is your favourite snack?

What is your favourite
sport?

What is your favourite
day of the week?

Do you believe in ghosts?

What is your favourite TV
programme?

Where would you like to
go on holiday?

What type of phone do
you have?

What job would you like to
do when you grow up?

What colour is your hair?

Lesson title: What is a community? What is a career?
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Starter Answers–
_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Community Cohesion

Values

Identity

Characteristics that determine
what or who a person is. (e.g.
Social class, heritage or gender.)

A moral standard of behaviour
accepted by society.

Multicultural society
Matching Activity

Made up of a range of people
from all different cultures and
religious backgrounds

Togetherness and bonding
exhibited by members of a
community, the "glue" that holds
a community together

Describe your community–
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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REFLECTION TIME
Why do you want to be a
------------------------?

How are you going to achieve it?
When you were 5 or 6, what did you
imagine or pretend you would be?

At the moment, what is your ideal or
dream job for the future?
_______________
Who can help you achieve it?
AIM HIGH
KEEP YOUR OPTIONS OPEN
SEEK OUT NEW IDEAS
BE FLEXIBLE/ADAPTABLE

When will you know whether this is a
realistic possibility?

What factors will shape your personal career
ideas?

What are going to be the crucial
transition times?
• Year
• Year
• Year

Lesson title: Sleep and Relaxation and Money
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Starter Activity: Complete the sentence starters
❑ Sleep is…………....
❑ My sleep is ……………..
❑ …………

and

………………. disturbs my sleep

❑ I sleep well when I …………

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (Information, Statistics, advice, risks)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Will not help

Will help

Add idea:
Add idea:
5 fruit and vegetables a day
Turning phone off
Smoke
cigarettes

Worrying about
things before bed

Drinking Red bull and other
energy drinks

Eating a balance diet
Meditation and mindfulness
exercises
Being in lots of WhatsApp
groups

Regularly getting 60
minutes of exercise a day
Reading a book before
bed and not playing on
phone

Spray a nice scent
Spending lots of
time on social
media and in
front of screens

Curtains open
letting light in
Tidying your room
Having electronic
standby lights on
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Did you know?
Before money people used bartering
as a way to get new goods and items.
Bartering is where you exchange one
thing for something else. But for this
to work, you need two people who
both want exactly what the other has
got and both want to do a deal at
exactly the same time .

Uses for money in society

Identify the key areas that government expenditure goes on. Why is this?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Video Reflection – What do you learn from the video clip? (information, statistics, advice, risks)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

House of Commons

Austerity

Chancellor of the
Exchequer

The chief finance minister of the
United Kingdom, who prepares
the nation's annual budgets. They
are in charge of HM Treasury

This is where 650 elected MPs sit
and debate new laws. Each MP
represents a different
constituency

HM Treasury
Matching Activity

A situation in which a government
spends as little money as possible
because of bad economic
conditions:

British government department
responsible for developing and
executing the government's
public finance policy and
economic policy.
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BASELINE CONFIDENCE CHECKER
BEFORE LEARNING THE UNIT

1

2

3

4

5

6

I can give examples of multicultural Britain
I can explain why different groups have
migrated to the UK over the past 60 years
I can explain the positive impact migration
has had on Britain
I can describe my identity
I understand a range of influences on my
identity
I’m able to express myself at home and at
school
I understand the Nature Vs Nurture debate
I can describe the different stages of
socialisation
I understand what is socially acceptable and
not socially acceptable
I can name several anti-discrimination laws
passed by the UK Government.
I can name at least six protected
characteristics
I can explain the difference between direct
and indirect discrimination
I can explain where stereotypical views
come from
I understand why it’s important not to
stereotype people

I don’t judge people before I get to know
them
I know the difference between prejudice
and discrimination
I understand how I can help support equality
for all
I can identify a range of characteristics that
people are sometimes prejudiced by
I understand the different forms hate crimes
can take
I can define islamophobia and understand
some of the causes
I know the hierarchy of discriminatory acts

KEY

Learning
Before:

Progress
Made:

7

8

9

10

Lesson title: Multicultural Britain and your identity
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Diverse Britain

UNITED KINGDOM
IMMIGRATION

EMIGRATION

Ethnic Group

Estimation

White British

___________%

ASIAN (Excluding
Chinese)

___________%

BLACK

___________%

MIXED RACE

___________%

CHINESE

___________%

OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS

___________%

Actual %

Lesson title: Nature Vs Nurture and equality
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What makes us, us? Is it our environment or our genes?

Can someone change their identity?

How do babies learn to walk and talk?
What is equality?

Values

Social construct

Identity

Psychological identity

Matching Activity

Qualities that relate to
ones self including self
image, self esteem and
individuality

Most of our identity is
learned and shaped by the
environment and culture
of the society we live in

Qualities, beliefs,
personalities looks and/or
expressions that make a
person or group

Socially acceptable

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Those qualities of
behaviour, thought, and
character that society
regard as being
intrinsically good

Socially unacceptable

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
SOCIALISATION AGENCY OR INSTUTION
FAMILY

RELIGION

EDUCATION

COMMUNITY

MASS MEDIA

PEERS
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Timeline of Equality

2010 The Equality Act is passed!

Lesson title: Stereotypes, Prejudice and discrimination
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A man and his son were out walking, they were attacked by a mugger, the mugger escaped, the boy was hurt and left on the ground, the
man was stabbed and died, the boy was taken to a police station, the detective took one look at him and exclaimed “That boy is my son!”.
How can this be?
(Solve the riddle)

Prejudice is ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Discrimination is -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stereotyping is ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chosen

EXT:

Given

ENSURING EQUALITY FOR ALL IN SOCIETY
What can we do as a community , as citizens, as friends, as family members and colleagues to ensure
nobody suffers due to their identity?

Use the correct
pronouns or
gender neutral
pronouns

Pass laws that…..

???
Challenge
Transpho
bia or
homopho
bic
comment
s

Do not
discriminate them

???

????

Educate young people
about…..

Don’t judge
people or make
offensive jokes

What is hate crime?
Hate crime is defined as ‘any criminal offence which is perceived, by the victim or
any other person, to be motivated by hostility or prejudice towards someone
based on a personal characteristic.’
Biggest cause

Smallest cause

Sexual
Orientation

Disability

Race or
Ethnicity
Transgender
identity

Religion or
Belief

Which do you think is the biggest cause of
hate crime? Add detail to the whiteboard.
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A lack of fairness or
justice with
reference to an
event or particular
situation. It is usually
the opposite of
justice.

Prejudice

The unjust or
prejudicial treatment
of different categories
of people, especially
on the grounds of
race, age, sexuality or
gender.

Putting people into
simplified categories
over their views,
beliefs and,
appearance. e.g. all
football fans are
hooligans.

Stereotyping

Discrimination

Open minded and
accepting.

A preconceived
opinion that is not
based on reason or
actual experience.
Often leads to
thinking negatively
about a group of
people.

Hostility and illtreatment especially
on the grounds of
race, religion,
sexuality or political
beliefs to a person
or group of people.

Persecution

Injustice

Tolerance

Matching Activity

Multicultural Britain
A multicultural/diverse community is a C___________ that is made up of people from different C_______ / ethnic G _______.
Enfield is a M ____________ community. I know this because Enfield is made up of people from different ethnic backgrounds e.g.
white B_______ and British M___________.
In many parts of the _____ there is a lack of __________. This means that people from different ethnic groups who live in the same
community are not ______ together. They are living __________ lives.

What are the causes of Islamophobia?

Which British Values does Islamophobia go against?

SKILLS CHECKER
AFTER THE LEARNING

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Are you an effective resilient participator and team player inside the classroom?
I am able to share my views with
others and make meaningful
contribute to lessons
I am able to listen carefully to others
and ask the right questions when
needed
I am able to work well with others and
overcome and challenges that may
present

Are you a thoughtful independent learner?
I am able to research a topic and
express my ideas in a clear and precise
manner
I am able to understand the views of
others and develop critical
independent thought
I am able to produce homework and
project work to a high standard and
deliver this on time

Are you a reflective student inside and outside the classroom?
I am able to set myself SMART targets
(Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Relevant & Time based)
I am able to critically evaluate my own
performance and the performance of
others
I am able to reflect on my learning
journey and apply what I have learnt to
situations beyond the classroom

KEY
Teacher Comments Box:

Self Assessment

Peer Assessment

Teacher Assessment

10

FEEDBACK
PROJECT & WORK
BOOKLET

Grade
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Target Grade

Effort

What went
well

❑ All tasks in work booklet have been completed
❑ You participate fully in the lessons / respond to
questions
❑ Fantastic evidence seen on project work
❑ You consistently displayed the good behaviour
❑ Your work booklet has attention to detail
❑

❑ You have a positive attitude towards your learning
❑ Your behaviour is exemplary
❑ You show great team work / leadership skills
❑ You are a critical and thoughtful learner
❑ You are a reflective student inside and outside the
classroom
❑

Next Steps

❑ Ensure all tasks are completed in work booklet
❑ Participate more in lessons
❑ Explain how you will improve your project work
❑ Which behaviours could you focus on?
❑ Add further detail to your responses in the work
booklet
❑

❑ Explain how you can improve your attitude to learning
❑ Explain how you can improve your behaviour
❑ How can you show better leadership and teamwork skills?
❑ Improve SPAG (refer to SPAG Targets)
❑ Set yourself two SMART targets for self improvement
❑

Below Threshold

SPAG

Threshold

Intermediate

Advanced

Evidence of
Next Steps
(complete here or
refer to where it can
be seen)

FINAL - PRESENTATION & SPaG FEEDBACK
SPAG Performance

Descriptor

Below Threshold

Common errors in spelling punctuation and grammar hinder
written communication. Response does not relate to Q’s
asked or no response to tasks in booklet. Work booklet is
untidy.

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Complete unfinished tasks
Copy out misspelled vocabulary 3 times
Neatly colour code tasks
Complete Progress Tracker
Add punctuation (capital letters, full stops, etc)

Threshold

Able to spell and punctuate with reasonable accuracy. Some
grammatical errors but they don’t significantly hinder the
work booklet. Limited range of specialist key terms used.
Work booklet is untidy and incomplete in places

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Complete unfinished tasks
Replace slang terms with more formal English
Fully develop your points of view in your responses
Proof read work and check for SPAG errors
Use a wider range of specialist vocab

Able to spell and punctuate with considerable accuracy.
Learners use rules of grammar with greater control of
meaning . Good range of specialist key terms Pride and care is taken in completion of the work booklet

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Add to completed tasks
Develop a wider range of more complex ideas
Fully develop your points of view in your responses
Ensure every activity is complete in you work booklet
Use a wider range of punctuation including colons and semi colons
Ensure your points made are supported by evidence and specific
examples

Intermediate

Advanced
Perfectly accurate spelling and grammar throughout .
Grammar is effectively used at all points of the work booklet.
A wide and accurate range of specialist key terms are used
Work booklet is fully completed to the best of your ability.
Professional presentation at all times

Targets to move SPAG and presentation of work booklet on

❑ Add to completed tasks
❑ Ensure your points made are supported by evidence and specific
examples
❑ Use complex and varied techniques in your writing
❑ Ensure every extended written response balances viewpoints in order
to fully come to a conclusion.
❑ Help support another student in improving their SPAG

